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Overview
The term big data refers to large, diverse and fast-growing volumes of different data
types that can be quickly collected and analyzed. Many restaurant owners and executives remain unsure about how these data translate into top- and bottom-line benefits.
A 10% increase in data accessibility will result in more than $65 million additional net
income for the typical Fortune 1000 company.
Data analytics represents a dramatic change in the way in which restaurants operate.
Where restaurant owners and operators previously needed to rely upon experience and
instincts, they can now utilize unbiased, data-driven information as they make decisions
affecting every part of their business. In addition, data capture and storage capabilities
have drastically increased and continue to grow at a fast rate. The widespread availability
of big data and the associated processing technologies bring with them new demands,
challenges and opportunities.
Although restaurant owners and operators can utilize analytics in several indirect ways
to increase revenue, we will focus on only the direct methods. Data analytics allows your
restaurant to benefit from the following objectives: gain a deeper understanding of your
customers; measure your business in real-time through alerts and dashboards; optimize
your menu; and predict your restaurant’s future demand.
“Hiding within those mounds of data is knowledge that could change the life of a patient, or change the world.” (Atul Butte, Stanford)
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Know Your Data, Know Your Customer
Given the high level of competition currently exhibited in the restaurant operation
space, restaurants need to utilize the best tools to better understand their customers.
At the same time, restaurant owners and operators managing more than one restaurant
and thousands of customers likely face increased difficulty in understanding their customers.
In order to address this issue, owners and operators
should utilize customer segmentation. Segmenting
groups of consumers focuses on consumer traits beyond
age, sex, location and other broad variables. More extensive data permit restaurants to gain further insight into
consumer behavior, including what consumers purchase,
when consumers make purchases and how the consumers make purchases. Point-of-sale system data can be
analyzed to generate insight into how different groups of
customers can be broken into different segments based
upon their varying consumption behavior.
Following the identification of specific consumer market segments, owners and operators should devise personalized campaign strategies to reach each of the segments.
Such a strategy allows you to personalize campaigns toward individual consumers and
to tailor your menu offerings to different groups of customers.
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Identify and Retain Your Best Customers
Although identifying and gaining new customers is key to expanding restaurant revenue,
current customer retention and customer base expansion are also critical considerations.
By using consumer data to create different customer segments, you can focus your efforts at expanding your most profitable groups.
You can identify potential VIP customers based upon the following data:
•
•
•

Frequent purchases
Wholesale purchases
Big spending
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Identifying which customers fall into these three
groups, owners and operators can focus on ensuring they will remain repeat customers. The most
effective way to retain your best customers is to
create a loyalty strategy, which involves devising
a way to track repeat customers each time they visit your restaurant. One way to track customer loyalty involves keeping records of customers’ phone
numbers when they book reservations or make
orders. Your loyalty strategy should aim to offer
personalized rewards intended to give customers
a way to interact and be a part of your brand. Personalized loyalty initiatives allow for you to maintain a continuous interaction with these customers
and while giving them an incentive to make more
frequent trips to your restaurant.

Content is the king, even in
customer loyalty marketing
The Loyalty Report 2014 also
found that relevant brand communication in customer loyalty
marketing boosts satisfaction
significantly. Loyalty-program
members who found communication to be relevant were 4.6 times
more happy and satisfied with the
brand than those who found the
communication otherwise.

Owners and operators should aim to reward these customers
each time they visit. Rewards do not necessarily always need to
include discounts. Interactions as simple as staff members greeting frequent guests by name allows for the creation of a more personalized, inviting, friendly atmosphere. In another example, you
can also have your wait staff pre-emptively ask repeat customers
if they would enjoy consuming a food or drink item they frequently
purchase, such as a specific type of wine. Such personal touches
create an intimate, personal connection that can add value to diners’ experiences.
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Alerts and Dashboards: measuring your business in
real time

Kanban: A word of Japanese origin that means regManagement dashboards, or business summary charts,
istration or visible plaque.
represent one of the most powerful restaurant tools availThe Kanban system is one of
able. Management dashboards allow for the summation of
the most used management
key performance indicators and other business metrics that
dashboard systems. It is used
provide easy visibility of overall restaurant performance at
to control inventories of raw
any given time or time interval. The dashboards are cusmaterials and products ustomizable to your restaurant and allow managers to spot
ing cue cards, which always
key trends and re-establish goals. Such systems also alguarantee an updated check
low for the use of automatic alerts, which can reduce the
of many parts in stock and
amount of time spent logging into the dashboards throughenable the quick replaceout the day. Such alerts allow for restaurant managers to
ment of these parts whenevbe notified in real-time when a KPI is out of its performance
er necessary, allowing greatrange.
er control over production.
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Important KPIs and other metrics observable within the dashboard include the following:
Sales and Revenue
1.
Average Sales per Unit per day/per week/per month/per quarter/per annum
2.
Sales per Unit per week/month/quarter/year
3.
Average menu items sold per day/week/month/year
4.
Categories with maximum sales in a certain day/week/month/year
5.
Identify peak hours in sales which will help in staffing decisions
6.
Cost of goods sold for each Unit on a daily/weekly/monthly/yearly basis
7.
Cost of raw materials under different heads on a daily/weekly/monthly basis
8.
Revenue from each segment of customers- daily/weekly/monthly
9.
Share of revenue from top performing Units
10. Share of revenue from bottom performing Units
Customers
1.
Percentage of repeat visits of customers on a weekly/monthly/yearly basis
2.
When do your different Units get the most traffic?
3.
Which chains are getting more traffic and which chains are not?
Units
1.
Top performing Units
2.
Poor performing Units
3.
Identify which categories are performing poorly and where?
4.
Identify availability/out of stock issues at Units, at different times of the day
5.
What are the drivers of success of certain products and certain Units?
6.
Identify the driving factors behind the performance of your Units. E.g. are increased
sales due to more customers or the same customers eating more?
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Menu Analysis
Your menu is one of the most important factors that drive purchasing and production
decisions in restaurants. Conducting a menu analysis can have far-reaching benefits and
allows you to analyze price sensitivity, identify item correlations and visit patterns, or create a more aesthetically pleasing design.
A well-thought-out pricing strategy is essential to your restaurant or restaurant chain’s
profitability. Price increases must be carried out in a strategic manner. Having a full understanding of the effect of price increases can help inform future pricing decisions. Utilizing data analysis will potentially help you to determine whether product prices should
increase, decrease or remain unchanged.
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The following diagram exemplifies how price changes can affect revenue:
The diagram demonstrates the level of demand for each product, and by extension, whether demand for a certain product is elastic or inelastic. The chart identifies which items are
consumed by price sensitive customers in the context of a low or marginal ing an effect
on sales.
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Menu optimization with analytics can help with selection and profitability. Overly broad
menus may slow service, while limited menus open the possibility of overlooking sales and
add-on opportunities. Analytics can also be used to identify slow-selling items, which can
subsequently be dropped from the menu.
A menu mixed solution includes determining which items should be brought together to
contribute to maximum sales. Creating combinations or offering discounts for such items
could increase sales and productivity.
Menu differentiation considers how different types of customers visit your restaurant at
different times of the day. Taking this data into account when making menu changes can
your boost sales, as customizing offers for different parts of the day is an effective differentiating strategy. In some instances, some customers believe they should only order certain
kinds of meals at certain parts of the day. However, you might want to consider extending
menu offerings for certain other products, such as breakfast items, during different periods
of the day or in different sections of the menu.
Menu design should always reconcile a restaurant’s brand with visual aesthetics. Word,
font and color choices on menus can have a large effect on your sales. Items highlighted
or positioned inside a box can draw more eyes, thus increasing the chances of a customer
ordering that item. Also, a few extra words added to a menu item will increase transactions. For example, “Sicilian Marinated Calamari” sounds much more appealing than just
“Calamari.”
According to research from Cornell University, people choose
descriptive menu items 27 percent more than normally labeled
menu choice. Telling a story or the history behind a menu item will
humanize it, thus making it more attractive to the customer.
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Demand forecasting
Demand forecasting is essential for successful restaurant revenue and revenue management system. Data analytics can take into account past POS data, location, foot traffic,
trends, weather and other real-time events to predict sales future sales on a daily, weekly
or monthly basis. This information can help your restaurant more appropriately order and
determine staffing levels for high-traffic or low-traffic times. If your restaurant does not
have demand forecasting, you’re missing out on the ability to forecast and grow future
revenue.

Case Study:
Data-driven insight has become a significant factor affecting the success or underperformance of restaurants. Silverspot Cinemas uses the intelligence provider Acutely
(Acutely combines industry experience with result-focused
data science to produce real-world business answers. Visit
Acutely.com), they use similar data to inform their marketing decisions.
The core of Acutely analysis is a custom segmentation model, which allows businesses
to accurately predict consumer behaviors and identify those who are most likely to become VIP, core or infrequent customers. Acutely has the potential to convert 5 percent
of core customers to VIP customers, producing $1.45 million in annual revenue. Converting 5 percent of current core customers to VIP customers would result in revenue of
$510,000. Converting only a small portion of these customers from one tier to the next
can lead to large gains. Comparing data month over month, Silverspot is capable of determining trends in customer type by comparing data on a monthly basis. For example,
they may see the VIP group is growing over a certain season, pointing to a specific point
in time in which they might want to consider releasing a specific movie genre, applicable
to VIP customers, during that time period.
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info@acutely.com
411 N. LaSalle St #300
Chicago, IL 60654
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